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1 Introduction to LYRASIS Islandora Hosting Services
1.1 About Hosting Service
LYRASIS Islandora Hosting Services offers hosted storage, collection management and end-user
access for digital content of all types based on the Islandora digital library platform. Islandora is
an open source system that provides a repository, ingest mechanisms, display interface and
other features for exposing and managing digital content. Islandora leverages the power of
Drupal (a content management system used for thousands of websites) and Fedora (a generalpurpose digital repository system) in providing a flexible, feature-rich digital library solution.

1.2 Islandora Fundamentals
1.2.1 Content objects and collection objects
There are two types of object in Islandora: content objects and collection objects. People often
use the term object to refer to content objects only, but it is important to remember that
collections are objects too.
Content objects
Content objects are materials normally found in digital libraries, including books,
manuscripts, photographs, newspapers, sound recordings and more.

Collection objects
Collection objects define collections, which are a way to aggregate other objects.
A collection can contain other collection objects (sub-collections) or content
objects.
All objects consist of multiple files, called datastreams. Authorized staff users can see the
datastreams belonging to an object listed in the Manage | Datastreams view. An example
Datastreams view for an audio file is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Datastreams view

This content object has seven datastreams. There are two files of descriptive metadata, MODS
and Dublin Core; one thumbnail image; two audio files, OBJ and PROXY_MP3 the first is the
uploaded preservation master and the second is a derivative created for viewing on the web.
There is also a datastream named RELS-EXT, which contains information about the object itself,
including what type of object it is, and what collection(s) it belongs to.
There are a lot of similarities in the way that content objects and collection objects are
managed in the system. For example, both will display a Manage tab to users who are authorized
to perform management functions on the object. There are also some differences. For example,
when a content object is created, the system creates an identifier automatically, but when a
collection object is created, the operator has the option of composing the identifier.
1.2.2 Content models
Every object conforms to a content model, which is a set of rules that govern the content and
behavior of the object, including what types of datastreams it can include. When a user creates
a new object online, the first step in the process is to designate the content model the object
will conform to.
Islandora support the following content models:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Image (for JPEG, PNG and BMP images)
Large Image (for JPEG2000 and TIFF images)
PDF
Audio
Video
Book
2

•
•

Newspaper
Compound object (for materials in two or more parts, like a postcard with front and
back images)

1.2.3 Identifiers and namespaces
Every object has a unique identifier, also known as a persistent ID or PID. In the repository,
identifiers have two parts, a namespace prefix and a name:
[namespace-prefix]:[name]
E.g. islandora:123 demo:4352
Identifiers for content objects are assigned by the system and always consist of the namespace
prefix followed by a sequential number. Identifier for collection objects are assigned by the
system by default, but the operator can override the default by providing an identifier, which
can be numeric, alphabetic, or alphanumeric.
E.g. demo:maps
demo:map21
Since the LYRASIS Islandora hosting service is a shared repository service, namespaces are used
to distinguish materials owned by one institution from those owned by another. It is important
to use the correct namespace prefix for objects created on your site. If a pull-down offers you
options, always choose the namespace prefix designated by administrators for your own site.
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2 Repository Services User Interface
2.1 Logging In and Out
At this time, the repository does not support any user empowerment features that would
require patrons to log on. Since only staff users will log on, there is no login link in the interface.
To log in, enter the site URL with /user after the site name
https://myrespository.lyrasistechnology.org/user

You will be presented with a form for entering your user-id and password.
To log off, enter the site URL with /user/logout after the site name
https://myrepository.lyrasistechnology.org/user/logout

2.2 Staff vs. Public View
The user interface presented to authenticated users (logged-on staff) and to anonymous users
is identical except for three things.
1. Staff users see additional links on the right-hand side near the bottom of the screen: My
account and Log out.
2. Staff users see additional tabs such as Manage, View and IP Embargo at the top when
they view items and collections. The tabs they get will depend on the role associated
with their user. (See Permissions and User Management.)
3. Some metadata fields are only displayed to staff users.

2.3 Search
2.3.1 Simple and Advanced search
The repository home page and all collection landing pages have two search boxes, as shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Search Boxes

Search all collections on the upper left does exactly that --any term(s) entered will be searched
for in all the repository content. Search this collection on the right searches only the content of
the current collection (in this example, “Iceland”). On the repository home page, Search this
collection searches the entire repository. Both search boxes are configured to search for terms
in all metadata fields and in full text.
Advanced search allows the user to limit a search to a field or full text. By default, advanced
search options are Title, Names, Subjects, Description and Keyword (full text). These can be
configured differently on your site. If you would like this configuration changed, please contact
support.
2.3.2 Multiple word search
In the search all collections and search this collection search boxes, multiple words in a search
term are treated as an implicit OR. The search big red will retrieve all objects containing either
big or red in the searched indexes. Items that match both search terms will be ranked higher in
the search results and returned before items matching one term or the other when the search
is sorted by Relevancy (see Sort order of search results).
Quotes can be used to treat multiple terms as a phrase. The search “big red” will retrieve only
objects with the phrase “big red”.
Simple search does not support the Boolean AND operator. Terms can be ANDed by using the
Advanced Search feature, which supports AND, OR and NOT.
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2.3.3 Sort order of search results
The default order of search results is by relevancy ranking. Other options appear under the Sort
by heading. By default, sort options are Relevancy, Title, Date, and Creator. These can be
configured differently on your site.

Figure 3 Example search results

Sort options act as toggles. Clicking once will sort in ascending order (lowest first). Clicking the
same option again will change the sort to descending order. The sort option currently in place is
marked by an up or down arrow. In the example above, the current sort option is Title
ascending (up arrow). This example also shows that punctuation characters like the quote sort
lower than letters.
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2.3.4 Facets
Facets displays on the left side on the site and can be identified by the heading Limit by (see
Figure 3). By default, facets are listed for Genre, Subjects, Names, Dates and Media Type. A
facet term must occur in at least two of the results before it will appear in the list of facet
terms. Your site can be configured differently by contacting support.
Clicking the facet term itself, or the underlined plus sign + after the facet, will limit results to
objects containing the facet term. Clicking the underlined minus sign - will limit results to
objects that do not contain the facet term. Any number of facets can be applied.
2.3.5 Modifying searches
Search terms and selected facets (limits) display at the top of the search results (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 String of search terms

In this example, the initial search was Thrilling. The searcher then clicked on the minus next to
the newspaper facet to eliminate newspapers from the result set. The searcher then clicked on
the journal article facet to limit results to only journal articles.
Each search term and facet term are followed by a superscript x in parentheses (x). Clicking the x
reissues the search without the term or limit. For example, if the searcher were to click on the x
next to Thrilling, a search would be issued for all objects in the repository that are journal
articles but not newspapers.
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3 Permissions and User Management
3.1 User roles and permissions
3.1.1 Anonymous and authenticated users
Anonymous users
Anonymous users are any users on the site who do not have user accounts (or
have not logged into their user account).
Islandora sites allow anonymous users and authenticated users. Anonymous users are still
allowed certain privileges, such as searching the Repository and viewing the search results.
Authenticated users
Authenticated users have signed into the system with the username and
password associated with their account.
The user account must be set up by a repository administrator before the user can log in. What
an authenticated user can do is determined by the user’s role.
3.1.2 Staff user roles
Every staff member is assigned a role when his or her user account is created by the repository
administrator. At this time, there are four staff roles explained below.
Mediated Data Entry
Users with the Mediated Data Entry role can create new objects with metadata
and can edit existing objects. However, all objects created by the user are given
inactive state by default, which means they do not display to anonymous users
and do not appear in search results.
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Data Entry Supervisor
Users with the Date Entry Supervisor role can create new objects with metadata
and can edit existing objects. Objects are created with the active state by
default, which means they immediately display to the public. Data entry
supervisors can view the queue of inactive objects in order to review and
activate them. They can view and change object properties (the object label,
owner, and state) and can delete objects from the repository.

Collection Supervisor
Users with the Collection Supervisor role have all the privileges of the Data Entry
Supervisor role. In addition, they can create and delete collections, manage
collection policies (i.e. define which content models can be used within a
collection), migrate objects from one collection to another, and share objects
among collections.

Repository Administrator
Users with the Repository Administrator role have all the privileges of the
Collection Supervisor role. In addition, they can create new users on the site,
and assign roles to the user accounts.

3.2 User management
Only users with the Repository Administrator role can create new user accounts, change
existing accounts, block and unblock accounts, and cancel accounts. Users with any other role
can only view their own account information and make limited changes to it.
Repository administrators do all user management from the Manage Users link on the navigation
menu bar that appears on the left pane of their screen (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Admin menu bar

3.2.1 Create a new user
To create a new user, from the Admin menu bar, click Manage Users. The Manage Users screen
will pop up.

Figure 6 Manage Users Screen

Username should be entered in the form First-Name Last-Name e.g. “John Doe”. Email
addresses must be unique. Multiple users can not share the same email address.
Each site can set up conventions for initial passwords and whether or not to send an email
confirmation to the new user. An initial password must be set when the account is established.
If the box Notify user of new account is checked, the new user receives an email with a onetime link
directly into their user record, where they are required to enter a new password. (In other
words, it does not matter that they don’t know the password that the repository administrator
created.)
10

Figure 7 New user entry form

Alternatively, the Notify user of new account box can be left unchecked, and the new user given
his/her password directly by the repository administrator. In this case, the user should be told
to change their password immediately on their first logon.
Status is active by default but can be set to blocked. Blocking allows accounts to be preestablished

before they can be used. For example, accounts can be set up for a group of people registered
for a training session, and only activated after completion of training.
Roles lists every role that can be assigned to the new user. Since roles are cumulative (that is,

every higher role includes the permissions of the lower roles) it is only necessary to check one
role one per user.
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When done, click Create new account.

3.2.2 Edit user accounts
Repository administrators can edit any user account. From the Admin menu bar, click Manage
Users. The Manage Users screen will popup, including a list of all users in the site.
To edit a user account, find the username and click the edit link. The edit user form includes all
the information on the add user form, as well as options to upload a picture of the user, to set
the user’s time zone, to add or remove a role from the user, and to cancel the account.

3.3 Block, Unblock and Cancel user accounts
Repository administrators can block, unblock and cancel user accounts individually or in groups.
An individual account can be blocked, unblocked or cancelled by finding that user in the Manage
Users list and clicking the edit link. Groups of accounts can be blocked, unblocked or cancelled by
checking the usernames in the Manage Users list and selecting the appropriate action from the
pull-down menu under update options.
A blocked account exists but the user cannot log into the system. An attempt to log in with a
blocked account results in the message:
The username [name] has not been activated or is blocked.

Blocking allows accounts to be pre-established before activation. For example, accounts can be
set up for a group of people registered for a training session, and only activated after
completion of training.
To permanently remove an account, it must be cancelled. Selecting the option Cancel the selected
user accounts from the Update Options pulldown or clicking the Cancel button at the bottom of an
individual user account record, will result in a list of cancelation options.
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Figure 8 Cancellation Options

The first two cancellation options in Figure 8 retain the account in the List view with blocked
status. The account can be reactivated by unblocking. The remaining two options delete the
account from the system. The content referred to is Drupal pages and other Drupal nodes and
does not apply to most Islandora operators. To apply the selected cancellation option, click the
Cancel account button.
To leave the screen without canceling accounts, click Cancel.
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4 Content Types
Islandora supports many different content types. When adding content to the repository, the
content type is determined by the content model assigned during the ingest process.

4.1 About Content Models
Content Models define what datastreams are (must be) associated with an object. All
supported content models are listed below along with the datastreams associated with them.
The list of datastreams for any object can be viewed by navigating to the object, clicking the
Manage tab, then Datastreams. Datastreams can be viewed, downloaded, and in some cases
edited and/or deleted from this screen.
In addition to the datastreams indicated below, there are datastreams that may be associated
with the content model for any content object.
RELS-EXT

Fedora relationship metadata. This is indexed in the Fedora triple-store and
includes information like what collection(s) the object is in.

MODS

MODS record containing the metadata about the object. It is created at the
time of ingest and can be edited via a form within Islandora.

DC

Dublin Core record. This record is derived from the MODS record by the
library of congress MODS -> DC transform.

TN

Thumbnail image, either uploaded or provided by default

POLICY

(Optional) A XACML policy associated with the object to control viewing and
editing privileges.

TECHMD

(Optional) Technical metadata extracted from the object for preservation.

Table 1 Datastreams for all content models
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4.2 Audio
The Audio Content model accepts a single file of the following filetypes as input:
WAVE (.wav)
MP3 (.mp3)

Optionally, a PNG, GIF or JPEG thumbnail can also be uploaded.
It will create the following datastreams:
OBJ

The original audio file uploaded

PROXY_MP3

An MP3 derivative used to play the sound within Islandora.

Audio content displays in the standard two-tabbed display, with Summary and Full Description tabs
available, as shown in Figure 9. Clicking on the play button will cause the Audio file to play in
the browser.

Figure 9 Display of Audio content
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4.3 Basic Image
Basic Image is meant primarily for JPEG images but can be used for other non-JPEG2000
images. The Basic Image content model accepts a single file of the following filetypes as input:
JPEG (.jpg, .jpeg)
PNG (.png)
GIF (.gif)

It will create the following datastreams:
OBJ

The original image file uploaded

MEDIUM_SIZE

A compressed version of the image, used on the object's View page

Basic Image content displays in the standard two-tabbed display, with Summary and Full
Description tabs available, as shown in Figure 10 below. Clicking on the Summary display or on
the thumbnail in the Full Description will cause the Basic Image to display in full screen mode.

Figure 10 Display of Basic Image content
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4.4 Binary Object
The Binary Object content model is for content types that are not covered by the other more
specific content models, for example, office documents. The Binary Object is not displayed to
the viewer, but it can be retrieved by search or browse, and a link will be presented allowing
the viewer to download the content. Binary Objects can be combined into Compound Objects
(see Compound object) so that a research report can be compounded with the corresponding
research dataset. The Repository can be configured to display specific thumbnails for various
file types (e.g. a Powerpoint icon thumbnail for .ppt files); if no thumbnail image is configured a
default icon is used.
It accepts any filetype as a source and will create the following datastreams:
OBJ

The original file uploaded

When a Binary Object is selected from search or browse results, only the thumbnail displays in
the two-tabbed display. The Summary view gives a download link and the text This is a
downloadable object of filetype [file extension] and size [file size] as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Binary Object display

4.5 Book
Books make use of two content models: Internet Archive Book and the Page.
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4.5.1 Internet Archive Book Content Model
The Internet Archive Book content model does not allow any file upload, only metadata
creation. When a book is created it doesn’t have any datastreams of its own, just the
datastreams that are common to all content models (see Table 1).
4.5.2 Page Content Model
The Page Content Model is used for each page of a book. If the page is ingested interactively
(not through batch), it accepts the following files as input:
TIFF (.tiff, .tif)
JPEG2000 (.jp2)

When a TIFF image is supplied as the page source, the following datastreams are created.
OBJ

The uploaded original file

JP2

A derivative compressed JPEG2000 image created from the original file

PDF

A derivative PDF version of the page, stored for future use in printing

RELS-INT

Fedora internal relationship data, giving height and width information for
the JP2 page image

OCR

Text extracted from the page image by optical character recognition

HOCR

A marked-up version of the OCR text, indicating word position on the page
used by Islandora when highlighting search results within a book

Books display in the Internet Archive Book Reader within the Summary view of the standard
two-tabbed display, as shown in Figure 12 below. The Book Reader has controls at top and
bottom.
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Figure 12 Book Display

The top controls, from left to right, are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

An Internet Archive icon and the start of the book title. Clicking on either will return you
to the default display of the book.
A box labeled Search inside allows you to enter terms that will be searched within the full
text of the book. Wherever the term is matched, a marker for the matching page(s) will
appear in the bar on the left of the bottom controls. Clicking the marker will take you
directly to the page, where each term occurrence is highlighted.
A triangle pointing right. Clicking the icon causes the pages of the book to turn
automatically.
An italic letter i . Clicking this displays short metadata describing the book
The word text. Clicking this will display the OCRed full text of the book page that is
currently displaying.
An expand icon. Clicking this displays the book page in full screen mode.
A share icon. Clicking this displays the URL that links directly to the book.
19

The bottom controls, from left to right, are:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contents bar. Pulling this bar from left to right will move you through the pages of the
book. As noted above, page markers will appear on the bar showing term matches from
searching inside the book.
A rectangle icon. Clicking this provides the single page view.
A two-rectangle icon. Clicking this provides a two-page spread view.
A block of 4 boxes. Clicking this displays thumbnail of the pages.
Plus magnifier. This will zoom in, to make the display larger.
Minus magnifier. This will zoom out to make the display smaller.
Left arrow. This will turn to the previous page.
Right arrow. This will turn to the next page.
Down arrow. This will hide the bottom controls.

4.6 Collection
Collections are objects just like content. The content model for collection allows the following
datastreams in addition to those in Table 1.
COLLECTION_POLICY

A XACML policy associated with the collection to control viewing of
the collection and/or its members.

4.7 Compound object
The Compound Object content model can be used when two or more objects are related to
each other, for example two images which represent the front and back of a postcard, or a
spoken word audio file and corresponding PDF transcript. In a Compound Object, there is a
parent object that consists of metadata only, and two or more child objects that adhere to
other content models.
It is a site configuration option whether to include the parent and all child objects or only the
parent object in search and browse results. The default is to display the parent only. If you
would like to change this option, please contact Support. Regardless of the configuration option
chosen, when any member of a Compound Object is selected, the other(s) will display along
with it. Users can navigate through the set of child objects using navigation area in the righthand sidebar that shows thumbnails of all the children.
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Normally the child objects will already be in the repository. The Parent Object is then created
using the Compound Object content model, and the children are then associated with the
parent. Compound objects can also be ingested through the batch interface.
The child objects have whatever datastreams are defined for their Content Model. For the
parent object it has the datastreams commons to all objects noted in Table 1.
Compound objects have a special display, as shown in Figure 13. In the center of the screen is a
three-tabbed display. The Summary tab gives the standard view of the current child object. The
Item Description tab gives the full bibliographic information for the current child object. The Set
Description tab gives the full bibliographic information for the parent object.
On the right-hand side is a vertical display of thumbnail images of every child object comprising
the Compound Object. Clicking on one of the thumbnails makes that object the current object.

Figure 13 Compound object display

4.8 Large Image
Large Image is used for JPEG2000 and TIFF images.
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The Large Image content model accepts a single image of the following filetypes as input:
JPEG2000 (.jp2)
TIFF (.tiff, .tif)

When a JPEG2000 is provided as the source image, the following datastreams are created:
OBJ

The original uploaded file

JP2

A derivative compressed JPEG2000 image created from the original file

JPG

A medium sized JPEG derivative used for preview of the large image.

Large Image content displays in the standard two-tabbed display, with Summary and Full Detail
tabs available, as shown in Figure 14 below.

Figure 14 Large Image display

Overlaying the top of JPEG2000 images is a row of controls. From left to right these are:
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•
•
•
•

Plus icon. Zoom in to make the displaying image larger.
Minus icon. Zoom out to make the displaying image smaller
Home icon. Return the image to the default size
Expand icon. Display the image in full screen mode. This is a toggle; clicking it again will
return to the Summary view.

4.9 Newspaper
Newspapers make use of three content models: Newspaper, Newspaper Issue, and Page.
4.9.1 Newspaper Content Model
The Newspaper Content Model does not allow any file upload, only metadata creation. The
newspaper content model it doesn’t have any datastreams of its own, just the datastreams that
are common to all content models (see Table 1).
4.9.2 Newspaper Issue Content Model
Like the newspaper Content Model, the Newspaper Issue Content Model is metadata-only and
contains only the datastreams common to all content models (see Table 1). It is meant to
represent a particular issue of a newspaper e.g. the issue published on January 10th, 1910.
4.9.3 Page Content Model
Newspapers use the same Page Content Model as Books. See the description of the Page
Content Model above.
4.9.4 Newspaper Display
When selected from search or browse results, a newspaper title will display in a tree view, as
shown in Figure 15. Years are listed on the left and all months in which there are issues are
listed on the right. Expanding the month lists the individual issues.
When an issue is selected, it will display as a set of pages or in the book reader display (see
Figure 12), depending how the site is configured.
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Figure 15 Newspaper title tree view

4.10 PDF
The PDF content model is used for single PDF files.
It accepts files of the following filetypes as input:
PDF (.pdf) required
TEXT (.txt) optional

The following datastreams will be created:
OBJ

The source PDF

FULL_TEXT

Full text of the PDF, either provided as a source file or derived from the
PDF at the time of ingest

PREVIEW

A JPEG image derived from the PDF, used for the initial view of the PDF

PDF content displays in the standard two-tabbed display, with Summary and Full Detail tabs
available. The Summary view displays either:
•
•

A JPEG image of the first page of the PDF. Clicking on the image in the Summary display
or on the thumbnail in the Full Description will cause the PDF file to open in whatever
PDF viewer is associated with the user’s browser.
An inline viewer where the PDF can be browsed without navigating away from the
page. This option is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Inline PDF Viewer

4.11 Video
The Video Content model accepts a single file of the following filetypes as input:
MPEG-4 Video (.mp4 or .m4v)
MKV (.mkv)
OGG Container (.ogg)
MOV (.mov)
QuickTime (.qt)
Audio Video Interleave (.avi)
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It will create the following datastreams:
OBJ

The original video file uploaded

MP4

Compressed derivative mp4 video used for displaying the video

Video content displays in the standard two-tabbed display, with Summary and Full Description
tabs available, as shown in Figure 17 below. Clicking on the static video thumbnail will cause the
Video file to play in the Summary window. To display the Video content in Fullscreen, click the
full screen button at the bottom right of the video content once it is playing.

Figure 17 Video display

5 Creating metadata with forms
Each object in the repository has one master metadata record in MODS format. It is stored in
the MODS datastream in the object. MODS is a standard maintained by the Library of Congress
(see http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/ ). MODS records in Repository Services will validate
using the MODS schema provided by the Library of Congress.
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A MARCXML record uploaded to online ingest or submitted to batch ingest will be converted to
MODS. MARCXML can be regenerated from the MODS for viewing or download. These
conversions are done using the Library of Congress transforms.
Fedora requires that all objects have a Dublin Core datastream. Dublin Core derivative records
are made from master MODS records and stored with the object. When a MODS record is
updated via a form, the Dublin Core derivative record is regenerated. The Dublin Core records
are used by default for OAI (Open Archives Initiative) metadata harvesting.

5.1 Creating metadata for new objects
In the online ingest process to create a new object, there are three steps involved in metadata
creation:
•
•
•

select the form to use for metadata entry
upload MARCXML (optional)
use the form to enter metadata

5.1.1 Select a form
A screen offering a choice of metadata entry forms will appear only if more than one form is
associated with the selected content model. If only one form is available, this screen is skipped.
All LYRASIS-hosted Islandora instances are set up with the "LYRASIS Repository Metadata" form
associated with supported content models. This form provides a simple interface to create and
edit the most commonly used MODS elements.
All LYRASIS-hosted Islandora instances have a "LYRASIS Detailed MODS" form available, but it is
not by default associated with any content models. This form allows more flexible MODS
editing, with support for commonly used attributes such as: type, displayLabel, authority,
keyDate, usage, and xlink:href. Please contact LYRASIS staff if you would like this form activated
for your content models.
5.1.2 Upload MARCXML
The staff user is prompted to upload an existing MARCXML record.
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Figure 18 MARCXML Upload Form

If you don’t have a MARCXML record, just click Next.
If you do have a MARCXML record for the object, click Choose File to navigate to the file stored
on a local drive, then Upload, then Next. The MARCXML will be mapped to MODS and used to
pre-populate the form you selected in the previous step. If there are elements in the MARCXML
that are not supported in the metadata entry form, they will not be deleted, and they will
remain in the MODS record.

5.2 Using forms
On the metadata entry forms, required fields are flagged with a red asterisk.

Figure 19 Title is required

Repeatable fields are followed by a green plus icon. After supplying the value of the first entry
you can click on the green plus to add another entry. To delete an instance, click on the red
minus icon.
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Figure 20 Repeatable fields

Sometimes two or more metadata elements must be grouped together. In that case they are
displayed as a block, and the entire block may be repeatable.

Figure 21 Repeatable block
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In the example above, the type of name and name of subject are coupled. To enter a second
name as a subject, click the Add button at the bottom of the block and a second tab will be
provided.

Figure 22 New tab for second instance of block

Click on the new tab to get the new data entry block. Do not click the Add button unless you
need new blank instance of the block form. It is not necessary to click Add after entering data in
the form. Simply type over existing data to change it.
A repeatable set of fields (tab set) can be deleted by clicking the x in the corner of the tab. To
delete the first tab set, delete the values from the fields within the tab.
When you are finished with the form, click the Ingest button.

5.3 Updating metadata in forms
To update the metadata of an object, navigate to the object and click Manage | Datastreams. The
datastreams associated with the object will display.
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Figure 23 Datastreams list

In the OPERATIONS column, the MODS datastream will have an option to edit the datastream. Click
edit. If more than one form can be used to edit the metadata, you will be shown a pull-down list
of forms and have to choose one. The metadata will be displayed in the form, which can be
updated as described in Using forms above.
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6 Collection Management
6.1 Collection Creation
6.1.1 Create a new collection
Only users with the role collection supervisor or above can create new collections (see Staff user
roles).
Collection objects and content objects are created in the same way. Navigate to the collection
which will be the parent of your new object and click the Manage tab. Near the top of the
manage screen is a link: + Add an object to this collection.

Figure 24 Manage overview screen

When you click Add an object to this Collection one of two things will happen. If more than one
Content Model is allowed in the collection, the next screen will be a pull-down forcing you to
select the Content Model to be applied to the new object. If only one Content Model is allowed
in the collection, there is no reason to ask what content model to use, so the next screen begins
the collection creation process. If a pull-down menu appears, select the collection content model
and click Next.
It is best practice, but not system enforced, to allow collections to contain only other collection
objects (sub collections) or content objects, but not both. The reason for this is that when
collection and content objects are mixed at the same level, it tends to be confusing to end users
who might not be sure what they are looking at.
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Figure 25 New collection data entry screen

The new collection screen (Figure 25) provides the following options:
•

•

•

Collection PID: Optionally, supply a PID for the collection. If none is provided, it will
default to [namespace:nnn] where nnn is a sequentially assigned number, e.g.
islandora:445. If you want, you can provide a more mnemonic PID, e.g. islandora:maps.
Be sure to use the correct namespace prefix for your institution.
Inherit collection policy: If checked, the new collection will allow the same content
models as the parent collection. If you uncheck this box, you will get a list of all available
content models, and you can check off the ones you want to allow in the new collection.
Inherit XACML policy from: This will give you a drop-down list of collection you can
inherit the XACML policy from. This policy sets the access controls for the collection. For
more information see Object policies.

Click Next.
6.1.2 Create searchable metadata for a collection
The next step after completing the new collection data entry screen will be to begin the
metadata creation process. This process is the same as for any other object. See Creating
metadata with forms.
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6.1.3 Change the collection thumbnail
By default, Islandora will provide a folder icon as the thumbnail for new collections. You can
provide a more attractive thumbnail by deleting the default thumbnail and providing a new
one.
Navigate to the default thumbnail for your new collection and click the Manage tab. Click
Datastreams. You will be presented with a list of datastreams belonging to your new collection.

Figure 26 Datastreams screen

Delete the default thumbnail by clicking delete on the row beginning TN. Click + Add a datastream.
You will be presented with an upload form.

Figure 27 Add datastream
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Under Datastream ID enter TN. Under Datastream Label enter Thumbnail. In the Upload document
section click Browse... and select the thumbnail you want to use for the new collection. Then click
Add Datastream.
6.1.4 Change a collection name
You can never change the PID of a collection, but you can change the collection name that
displays to the public. For example, let’s say you have a collection called North Carolina Maps
and you decide to expand the scope to maps of all southern states. You could change the label
from North Carolina Maps to Maps of the South.
The collection name can be updated by updating the MODS metadata for the collection. You
can edit the metadata for a collection as you would with any other item (see Updating
metadata in forms). In the metadata form for the collection the Collection Title element is what
changes the collection title.
6.1.5 Add or change a collection description
The collection description can be updated by updating the MODS metadata for the collection.
You can edit the metadata for a collection as you would with any other item (see Updating
metadata in forms).
In the metadata form for a collection the Collection Description box is where the collection
description can be updated as shown in Figure 28. The collection description supports HTML
formatting. The following tags are supported: <a>, <em>, <strong>, <cite>, <blockquote>, <code>, <ul>,
<ol>, <li>, <dl>, <dt> and <dd>.

Figure 28 Collection description data entry screen
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6.2 Collection Management
6.2.1 Suppress/unsuppress display of a collection
See: Suppressing objects from view.
6.2.2 Move members of a collection to another collection
You can move all or some members of a collection to another collection. For example, say you
have a collection called Maps containing maps of North and South Carolina, and you want to
break it up into two collections: North Carolina Maps and South Carolina Maps. You could
create a new collection called South Carolina Maps and move all the South Carolina maps from
the Maps collection into it. Then you could rename the original collection Maps (which now
contains only North Carolina maps) to North Carolina Maps.
Navigate to the collection whose members you want to move. Click the Manage tab.
Click Collection on the top menu bar and then Migrate Members on the left-hand sidebar. You will
get the migration form.

Figure 29 Migrate members

The migrate members screen has a checklist of the label, owner and date modified of all objects
in the current collection. You can cherry-pick objects or select a screen at a time by clicking the
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box before Label. Note that this won’t select all objects in the collection, only the ones listed on
that page.
Migrate members to collection: this is a pull-down menu with the names of all collections known to

your site. Select the collection that you want to migrate objects into.
Click Migrate Selected Objects. The objects will be detached from the current collection and moved
to the selected collection.
If you would like to migrate all the objects in a collection instead you can click the Migrate All
Objects button. This will move every object it the current collection to the selected new
collection.
6.2.3 Share members of a collection
Sometimes you want an object to appear in multiple collections at the same time. For example,
you might want a historical state map to appear in both your Maps collection and your State
History collection. You can make an object a member of two or more collections by ingesting it
into one collection and then sharing it with the other collection(s).
Navigate to the collection containing the objects you want to share. Click the Manage tab. Select
Collection from the top menu bar and Share Members from the left-hand sidebar.
The Share members function is implemented like the migrate members function (see Figure
29). Select the member(s) you want to share from the checkbox list. Select the collection that
you want to share members with from the Share members with collection pull-down. To select all
listed on a page, click the check box in front of LABEL. Remember this will select only those titles
listed on the page, not all members of the collection.
Click Share Selected Objects. They will now appear in both collections.
If you would like to share all the objects in a collection instead you can click the Share All Objects
button. This will share every object it the current collection with the collection selected in the
Share members with collection pull-down.
6.2.4 Delete members of a collection
Navigate to the collection whose members you want to delete. Click the Manage tab. Click
Collection from the top menu, and Delete members of this collection from the left-hand sidebar. Use
the checkboxes to select the member(s) you want to delete. Click Delete Selected Objects to delete
the objects.
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Note that if the objects are shared with another collection, they are only removed from the
current collection, but not deleted from the repository --they will still be available in the other
collection that they are shared with. To delete a shared object entirely from the repository so it
appears in no collections, navigate to the content object itself, click the Manage tab and then
Properties, and delete the object. (See Deleting objects.)
6.2.5 Delete a Collection
To delete a Collection, see Deleting objects.
6.2.6 Manage collection policy
The policies specifying which content models are available to be added to a collection are
stored with the collection object as a COLLECTION_POLICY datastream. This datastream is viewable
on the datastreams management page of the collection (see Figure 1).
To add a content model to a collection policy, navigate to the collection you want to manage.
Click the Manage tab. Click Collection on the top menu bar and then Manage collection policy on the
left-hand sidebar. You will get the form for the available content models.
The Manage collection policy form contains a list of all the available content models in your
Islandora repository. There is a box to either select or unselect the content models that you
want to be able to ingest into your collection. You can also change the name of the content
model that is shown on the ingest screen. Once done with the selection you can click on the
Update collection policy button at the bottom of the form as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30 Manage collection policy
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Note: there is a list of namespaces on the right-hand side of the content model selection form.
You must choose the namespace assigned to you by the LYRASIS hosting team (see Identifiers
and namespaces).
6.2.7 Manage XACML Inheritance
XACML (pronounced Zac-Mull around here) stands for eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language - it’s an access control policy language implemented in XML, part of the Fedora
security framework, and lies at the heart of Islandora’s security model.
A XACML policy defines what can be created, read, updated, or deleted in any object in the
Fedora repository, and by whom. In Islandora, we attach security policies to collection objects.
After the collection or parent object has a XACML datastream, everything ingested into the
collection picks up a copy of the XACML datastream attached to the collection object.
To manage XACML inheritance, navigate to the collection you want to edit. Click the Manage tab.
Click Collection on the top menu bar and then Manage XACML inheritance on the left-hand sidebar.
You will get a list of all the sub-collections of this collection, and you can choose if they will
inherit their XACML policy from this collection. For more information see: Object policies.

Figure 31 Manage XACML inheritance
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7 Creating content objects
There are two ways to create a new content objects online, item-by-item and in batches zipped
into a single file. Item-by-item ingest is covered in this chapter. Using the Zip File Importer or
Book Batch importer are covered in: Zip File Importer and Book Batch importer.
To create a single content object, first navigate to the collection that the object will belong to.
(If the object should be in multiple collections, just choose one.) Click the Manage tab. You will
be on the Overview screen by default. Click Add an object to this collection.
If more than one type of content model is allowed in the collection, you will be prompted to
select the content model to use for the new object from a pull-down list. Select one content
model and click Next.
The ingest process is slightly different for unitary objects, compound objects, and paged objects,
so these workflows are described separately below.

7.1 Unitary content objects
Unitary objects are single images, PDFs, audio or video files. There may be associated derivative
files stored as datastreams, but there is only one primary file. Content models that support
unitary objects are Audio, Basic Image, Binary Object, Large Image, PDF and Video. Although
the ingest process may vary slightly, all these content types have essentially the same ingest
workflow.
First, select the content model. Then create metadata as described in Creating metadata with
forms. You will then be provided with an upload file form.

Figure 32 Ingest upload form

The form will prompt you to find the file to upload and click the Upload button. When the file is
uploaded, the Upload button changes to a Remove button you can click to delete the file if you
made a mistake. Once the file is uploaded, click the Ingest button. The successfully ingested
object will be displayed to you.
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The PDF upload process allows an extra step --there is a prompt to optionally provide a file of
full text for indexing. Normally, full text is extracted from PDF files and stored as a datastream
by the system during the upload process. However, in some cases an institution may have
already created better full text than what can be automatically extracted, for example, by
manual keying. If the operator uploads a file of full text (which must have the .txt file extension)
that will be stored as the full text datastream instead of automatically extracted text.
The Audio and Binary Object upload screens also allows an extra step. There is a prompt to
optionally provide a thumbnail to use for the object. If no thumbnail is provided, a default icon
will display.

7.2 Compound content objects
Compound objects are sets of two or more related objects of any type that always display
together. They are implemented as a parent object with the Compound Object content model
and associated child objects with any content model(s). The parent object is metadata only.
Creating a compound object is a two-step process. First, ingest the child objects as they would
normally be ingested. Second, create a parent object using the Compound Object content
model, and associate the children with the parent.
To create the parent compound object, navigate to the collection the object will belong to and
click the Manage tab. The Overview screen will appear by default. Click Add an object to this
collection.
Select the Compound Object content model and click Next. Provide complete metadata for the
compound object and click Ingest. When ingest is complete the metadata will display.
To add children, click the Manage tab on the Compound Object parent, then click Compound. The
form for associating child objects appears.

Figure 33 Compound object association form
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Child Object PID/Label: Type the title or PID of the first child object to be part of the compound

object. The data entry field will autocomplete, so you should be able to select the desired
object after entering just a few characters. Click Submit. Repeat for every child object.
After creating a compound object, you may want to reorder the children so that they display in
the order you want. To do this, navigate to the compound object, click the Manage tab, then
click Compound. The compound object form will now include a block allowing you to remove
child objects, and a link to reorder the child objects.

Figure 34 Link to reorder children of a compound object

Click the REORDER link and a list of child objects will display.

Figure 35 Reorder children of a compound object

Drag the icon in front of the object titles to put them in the order you want, then click Save
Changes.
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7.3 Paged content objects
Paged objects are hierarchically organized content objects that consist of individual pages at
the lowest level, like books and newspapers. These objects make use of multiple content
models. At the highest level, the Book Content Model and Newspaper Content Model are, like
the Compound Object Content Model, parent objects consisting of metadata only. Books are
created by adding pages to the parent. Newspapers are created by adding issues (metadata
only) to the parent and then adding pages to the issues.
7.3.1 Books
To create a book, navigate to the collection that the book will be part of. Click the Manage tab.
The Overview screen will appear by default. Click Add an object to this collection. Select the Book
Content Model.
Complete title-level metadata for the book and click Ingest. When ingest is complete, the
Internet Archive BookReader view will appear, showing a book with a title but no content.

Figure 36 BookReader display of a new book with no pages

To add pages, click the Manage tab, then click Book. The resulting screen will offer two options,
Add page and Add zipped pages.

Figure 37 Manage Book screen
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To add pages one at a time, click Add Page. Find the page file (TIFF or JP2) and upload it. Click the
Ingest button. When ingest is complete, you will see the single page display.
Note that the single page display also has a Manage tab, but adding pages is a function of the
Book, not the Page. To add another page, you must return to the book level by clicking Return to
Book View. On the Book View click the Manage tab, then click Book. Now you can repeat the steps
from clicking Add Page to add another page.
Uploading pages one by one can be tedious, so there is also a function to add a few pages at
once. To use this, first create a zip file containing all the pages you want to add. Then at the
Book level, click the Manage tab, then Book, then Add Zipped Pages.

Figure 38 Add zipped pages screen

Language: Select the language of the text from the pull-down.
Ignored OCR Derivatives: Individual OCR/HOCR derivatives can be ignored on new pages in
cases where OCR/HOCR generation is known to be undesired (e.g., illustrations, handwritten
text)
Compressed images file: Locate the zip file of pages and upload it. Click Add files.
When the ingest is complete, you will get an updated version of the same screen. Any errors
encountered while loading the pages will appear at the top.
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7.3.2 Newspapers
Newspapers have two display options. When a new repository site is established, newspaper
issues can be configured to display as a set of pages, or in the Internet Archive BookReader like
books. The process of ingesting the newspaper is the same, but some displays will look different
depending on the option chosen. To change this option contact LYRASIS support.
7.3.2.1 New title
To create a new newspaper at the title level, navigate to the collection that the newspaper will
be a part of. Click the Manage tab. The Overview screen will appear by default. Click Add an object
to this collection. Select the Newspaper Content Model.
Complete title-level metadata for the newspaper and click Ingest. When ingest is complete, you
will see an empty tree view like in Figure 39.

Figure 39 Display after newspaper title object is created

7.3.2.2 New issue
To add a new issue to a title, navigate to the title and click the Manage tab. A link to add the
issue will appear on the default Overview screen. Click Add issue and follow the prompts to add
issue-level metadata. It is recommended that the issue title follow a pattern like Newspaper
title, volume x, number n or Newspaper title, date. For example, if the newspaper title is The
Daily Sun then the issue could be titled The Daily Sun, vol. 24 no.123 or The Daily Sun, December
30, 1997.
For the newspaper issue to display properly in the tree, the Date Issued field must be filled out in
this format: yyyy-mm-dd.
Besides Title and Date Issued, no other issue level metadata is required.
To add a page to the issue, you must be at the issue level.
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Figure 40 Newspaper issue with no pages yet

Click the Manage tab. The Overview screen will have a link to Add page. Click Add page and follow
the instructions to upload and ingest the page. Your page will then display, with View, IP
Embargo, and Manage tabs on top as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41 Newly ingested newspaper page

To add another page, do NOT click the displayed Manage tab. This will take you to the Manage
Page screen, not the Manage Issue screen where the link to upload pages is. You must return to
the issue level, and then click the Manage tab on the issue, and then Add page. Your new page will
be added after any pages already ingested.
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8 Zip File Importer and Book Batch importer
There are two ways to create a new content objects online, item-by-item and in batches zipped
into a single file. Using the Zip File Importer and Book Batch importer are covered in this
chapter. Item-by-item ingest is covered in Creating content objects.

8.1 Zip File Importer
The Zip File Importer can be used to ingest a batch of objects at once. It can be used to load:
•
•
•

MODS or MARCXML metadata and content files
content files without metadata
MODS or MARCXML metadata without content files

Objects ingested via the zip file importer have the username of the submitting user as the
owning user and will default to Active or Inactive state according to that user’s privileges.
8.1.1 Preparing the zip file
The objects to be loaded must be zipped together into a single file of filetype .zip. All objects in
the zip file must use the same content model and be intended for the same collection.
The metadata and content files to be associated with each other are matched on filename, so
they must have the same filename and different filetype extensions. The filetype extension for
MODS and MARCXML files must be .xml and the filetype extension for full text to be indexed
must be .txt.
For example, Large Image objects with metadata might be named:
file1.jp2
file1.xml
file2.jp2
file2.xml

PDF files with metadata and full text for indexing might be named:
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1443587.pdf
1443587.xml
1443587.txt
1439_2.pdf
1439_2.xml
1439_2.txt

A single zip file can contain pairs of metadata and content files, as well as standalone metadata
and/or standalone content files. A zip file containing:
program_1.pdf
program_1.xml
4433256.pdf
solo.xml

Will create 3 objects: one PDF with metadata, one standalone PDF, and one standalone MODS
file. Because the Zip Importer will ingest metadata without content and content without
metadata, you should take care that metadata and corresponding content files do have
matching names, a typo in the filename can cause the two files to be ingested separately.
8.1.2 Metadata Requirements
The MODS file provided must be valid MODS. Although this is not enforced by the system, it
should minimally include a title in the element <titleInfo><title>. The example below shows a
minimal valid MODS record for the Zip File Importer:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<mods xmlns=http://www.loc.gov/mods/v3
xsi:schemaLocation=http://www.loc.gov/mods/v3
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/v3/mods-3-4.xsd
version="3.4">
<titleInfo>
<title>[some title here]</title>
</titleInfo>
</mods>

If a MARCXML file is used, it must be valid MARCXML. Although this is not enforced by the
system, it should minimally contain a title in the element <datafield tag=”245”>. The example
below shows a minimal valid MARCXML record for the Zip File Importer:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<marc:record xmlns:marc="http://www.loc.gov/MARC21/slim">
<marc:datafield tag="245" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<marc:subfield code="a">[some title here]</marc:subfield>
</marc:datafield>
</marc:record>

8.1.3 Doing the import
Navigate to the collection to which the objects should be added. Click the Manage tab,
then Collection.

Figure 42 Collection screen with links to “Batch Import Objects” and “Book Batch”

Click Batch import objects to get the import screen.
Take the default importer, ZIP File Importer. Click Submit.
Fill out the form. Find the zip file to import. Click the content model the import should use. (If
importing metadata only, you must still select the content model that will ultimately be used
for the object.) Select the namespace for your repository. Click Import.
8.1.3.1 Importing content without metadata
Content files can be imported without metadata. Any content file in a zip file that has no
matching metadata file will be ingested and a minimal MODS record will be created with only
the <titleInfo><title> element supplied from the filename of the file.
For example if a standalone file named Flavorcrest.jpg is imported, this MODS record will be
created:
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<mods xmlns="http://www.loc.gov/mods/v3">
<titleInfo>
<title>Flavorcrest</title>
</titleInfo>
</mods>

This is a useful feature when you want to load quantities of objects and then add metadata
interactively online.
8.1.3.2 Importing metadata without content
Metadata files can be imported without corresponding content files. The importer will generate
warning messages that derivative files could not be created, according to the content model
associated with the import. These messages can be ignored.
8.1.3.3 Viewing results
After the content of a zip file has been successfully imported, the user will get a response
screen with the message:
Processing complete; review the queue for some additional information.

The queue link provides a list of all objects ingested with their ID, state, message and which
batch set they were ingested into. The message column provides information about the batch
operation if an item failed to ingest.

Figure 43 Batch Information
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8.2 Book Batch
8.2.1

Creating the zip file

Book Batch is a special version of the Zip File Importer designed to ingest a zip file containing
one or more books. Each book must be in a separate directory. The name of the directory
doesn’t matter, unless no metadata is provided.
The book directory can contain zero or one metadata files. The following filenames and formats
are allowed:
MODS.xml
a MODS XML file
MARC.xml
a MARCXML file
DC.xml a Dublin Core XML file

If no metadata file is provided, minimal MODS and Dublin Core records will be created using the
name of the book directory as the title.
Each page of the book must be in a separate subdirectory of the book directory. The name of
the subdirectory is used as the page label, prepended by the PID of the book. E.g., if the book is
ingested as inst:72 and the page directory is named Page_12 then the page label will be inst:72page_12.
The files for the page must have the datastream name as the file name. For example, a TIFF file
provided as the source image for a JP2 page is stored as the OBJ datastream, so TIFF files in the
package must be named OBJ.tiff or OBJ.tif.
Example of a book directory for a two-page book with MODS metadata:
Old_Florida/
MODS.xml
1/
OBJ.tiff
2/
OBJ.tiff

Example of a book directory for a two-page book with MARCXML and user-provided JPEG2000
and OCR text files:
New_Florida/
MARC.xml
Page_1/
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JP2.jp2
OCR.txt
Page_2/
JP2.jp2
OCR.txt

8.2.2 Ingesting the zip file
Navigate to the collection the book(s) will be added to. Click the Manage tab, then Collection. A
link to Book Batch will display (See Figure 42).
Click the link to Book Batch. You will get the Book Batch importer form.

Figure 44 Book Batch importer form
Zip file: Find and upload the zip file of books you have created.
Create PDFs: Check if you want a book-level PDF created. (Pages will automatically have page-

level PDFs created.)
Namespace for created objects: Make sure your institution’s namespace is here.
Generate OCR: Normally you would check this box, unless you are providing pre-created full text

for the pages.
Notify admin after ingest: If this box is checked, when the book batch ingest completes, an email

will be sent to the email address or addresses configured to receive this notification. (Send a
ticket to the LYRASIS Help Desk to have an email address configured.)
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Ingest immediately: If this box is checked, the ingest will begin when the Submit button at the

bottom of the form is clicked. If not checked, the zip file will be preprocessed, and objects
stored as a Batch Set, that can be ingested at a later time.
8.2.3 Batch sets list
To begin an Ingest from the Batch Set list, click the Batch Sets link in the left-hand navigation bar.
This will give you a listing of all unprocessed batch sets in your repository, like the list shown in
Figure 45.

Figure 45 Batch Ingest Set listing

Clicking on the tab on the right will give you a pull-down menu of options:
View items in set: This gives you the Batch Queue listing view of individual items in the set.
Set item states: This allows you to change the state of items in the queue. Allowable states are:

Ingested, Ready to Ingest, Not Ready to Ingest, Not Ready to Ingest: Children Pending. The
latter state is assigned to the parent Book object to ensure the Book is not ingested until all
Pages are ingested.
Delete set: This will remove the set from the Batch Queue. You will have to upload a new zip file

to process the book.
Restart batch: This will run Ingest on any object in the

Batch Set that is in the Ready to Ingest or

Not Ready to Ingest; Children Pending state.
Normally, to start Ingest on a Book Batch that you uploaded earlier, you would click Restart batch.
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9 Managing Content Objects
9.1 Updating metadata
To update the metadata of an object, navigate to the object and click the Manage tab, then click
Datastreams. The datastreams associated with the object will display.

Figure 46 Datastreams view

In the OPERATIONS column, the MODS datastream will have a link to edit the datastream. Click
edit. If more than one form can be used to edit the metadata, you will be shown a pull-down list
of forms and must choose one. The metadata will be displayed in the selected form.
To edit/update metadata, see instructions in Creating metadata with forms.

9.2 Updating Page-level OCR text
When a Book or Newspaper Issue object is ingested, full text is created by the system for every
page using optical character recognition (OCR) technology. This full text is stored with the page
object as the OCR datastream.
Authorized staff can update the OCR datastream online using the Edit OCR function. Navigate to
the Page in question. For a Book page, go to the Book, click the Pages tab, then click on the Page
you want to edit. Click the Manage tab, then Page. You will get the Manage Page screen as shown
in Figure 47.
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Figure 47 Manage Page screen

Click the Edit OCR link on the left-hand sidebar. This will open an OCR edit form, as shown in
Figure 48.

Figure 48 OCR edit form

To edit the OCR text, simply type in the form. Click Update OCR to save your changes.
Click the Show reference image link at the top of the edit form to open a display of the page image
on the same screen as the OCR text. It can be useful to see the image while correcting the text.

9.3 Adding, Replacing and Deleting Datastreams
Normally datastreams are added to an object at the time of ingest, and you manage them when
necessary through other functions. However, occasionally you might want to add, replace or
delete a datastream directly. For example, say a PDF object has been created and full text of
the PDF was extracted by the system and stored as the FULL_TEXT datastream. The extracted text
is not very good, and you want to improve it. To do this you would have to
•
•

download the FULL_TEXT datastream and edit the text
replace the existing FULL_TEXT datastream with the corrected one

These can all be done from the Datastreams screen. Navigate to the object in question and click
the Manage tab, then click Datastreams to get the datastream view shown in Figure 46.
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To download a datastream, click the download link. To replace a datastream click the replace link.
Select the updated file and click Upload. Once the file is uploaded you can click Add Contents to
replace the datastream.

Figure 49 Replace datastream form

To delete a datastream, click the delete link. To upload a datastream, click Add a datastream.

Figure 50 Add datastream form
Datastream ID: An ID for this stream that is unique to this object.
Datastream Label: This is the label that displays after the datastream name whenever datastreams

are listed. This can be anything you want but it is best to use the same label as the datastream
you are replacing.
Upload Document: This allows you to find and upload the new datastream.

Click Add Datastream.
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9.4 Migrating and Sharing objects
Content objects can be moved from one collection to another (Migrate) or shared with another
collection (Share) at the collection level. See Collection Management.

9.5 Suppressing / Unsuppressing objects
See Suppressing objects from view.
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10 Deleting objects
There are two ways to delete an object and although they produce different results:
•

•

Set the object’s state to Deleted. This does not actually remove the object from storage,
but the object will be inaccessible except through the Manage Deleted Objects interface.
This will continue to preserve the object and cause the object to take up storage space
in your repository.
Purge the object by clicking the Permanently remove object from repository button on the
Properties page. This will remove the object completely as well as reclaiming its storage
space.

10.1 Changing State to “Deleted”
To change the state of a Collection Object or Content Object to Deleted, navigate to the object
and click the Manage tab. Click Properties to get the Properties page as shown in Figure 51, then
change the value of the State pull-down to Deleted and click Update Properties at the bottom right
of the page. The object will be removed from the indexes and will not appear in search or
browse results, but it remains in repository storage and can be restored or purged via the
Manage Deleted Objects interface.
10.1.1 Collections
If you set the state of a Collection Object to Deleted, the Collection will disappear from search
and browse results, but members of the Collection are not affected. Objects that belonged to
the deleted collection will not display in any collection (unless they are shared with another
collection) but they will appear in search results. If the Collection’s state is changed back to
Active, the Collection will re-appear in browse results and its previous members will re-appear
under the restored Collection.
10.1.2 Books
If you set the state of a Book to Deleted, the Book will disappear from search and browse results,
but pages of the Book are not affected. The Book’s pages will appear in search results when a
keyword search matches the full text of the page. If the Book’s state is changed back to Active,
the Book will re-appear with all its pages intact.
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Figure 51 Manage Properties page

10.1.3 Newspapers
If you set the state of a Newspaper to Deleted at the title level, the title will not appear in search
or browse results. However, pages of issues of the Newspaper title are not set to state Deleted
and can be found when a keyword search matches the full text of the page. Moreover, if the
retrieved page is displayed, it will appear in the context of the issue, and it will be possible for
the user to get from the issue to the tile level of the newspaper via the tree display.
If you restore the Newspaper title to Active status it will once again display in search and browse
results with issues and pages intact.
If you set the state of a Newspaper Issue to Deleted, the action has no effect. The Newspaper
title still appears in search and browse results, and the tree view of the title still includes the
Newspaper Issue. This is true regardless of whether the site is configured to display issues in
the Internet Archive BookReader or in the Islandora Newspaper Issue display.
10.1.4 Compound Objects
If the state of a parent Compound Object is set to Deleted the parent object no longer displays in
search and browse results. However, the child objects will display in search and browse results
as independent Unitary Objects, unrelated to each other. (If the site is configured so that only
the parent object appears in search and browse results, all the suppressed child objects will
now appear.) If the parent Compound Object is restored, it stands alone with no associated
child objects. To restore the Compound Object to its previous representation, the child objects
must be re-associated with the parent via the Manage / Compound page.
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10.2 Clicking the Permanently remove Button
A Permanently remove object from repository button appears at the bottom of the Manage | Properties
page for every object type. The label on the button is different depending on the type of
Object. For example, on a Unitary Object (e.g. Basic Image or PDF) the button will be labeled,
Permanently remove [title of object] from repository while for a Newspaper Issue, the button is
labeled, Delete Issue. Regardless of the label, the button will always be to the right of the Update
Properties button and clicking it will permanently remove the object from the repository.
10.2.1 Collections
For Collections, the button on the Properties form is labeled Delete Collection. Deleting a
collection will also delete all objects that are members of the collection, but it will NOT delete
objects which are shared with another collection, only those that belong to only the deleted
collection.
10.2.2 Books
For books, the button on the Properties form is labeled Delete Book. Clicking Delete Book will
delete all the book’s pages, then the book object itself.
10.2.3 Newspapers
Deleting an issue of a Newspaper object will delete all pages in the issue. Deleting a Newspaper
at the title level will delete all issues and all pages.
10.2.4 Compound objects
For compound objects, deleting the compound object does not delete the child content objects
that belong to it --it simply deletes the parent object. The children will appear in the Repository
as independent objects.

10.3 Manage Deleted Objects
Staff authorized to Manage Deleted Objects will see a Manage Delete Objects link in the
Navigation block of their left-hand sidebar. Clicking that link will result in the Manage Deleted
Objects page, as shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52 Manage Deleted Objects

This page presents a list of all Content Models for which there are objects with State Deleted. In
Figure 52, the only Content Model with objects is Deleted state is the Basic Image and Internet
Archive Book Content Models. Selecting one or more Content Models from the list will result in
a new page listing all objects of that type with Deleted state, as shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53 List Deleted Objects

One or more individual objects can be selected using the checkbox before the object name. The
option Restore selected objects will reset their state to Active causing the objects to reappear as
noted in section 10.1 above. The option Irrevocably purge selected objects will have the same effect
as clicking the Delete button as described in Section 10.2.
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11 Suppressing objects from view
11.1 Overview of methods
There are four ways to suppress a content object from view:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Use an Object Policy on Object Viewing
Set the object state to inactive
Put an IP embargo on the object
Add the object to a collection with an Object Policy that suppresses members

There are two ways to suppress a collection object from public view:
1) attach an Object Policy to the collection
2) set the object state to inactive
Each manner of suppression works differently and is designed to serve a different use case.
11.1.1 Object Policy method
An Object Policy on Object Viewing will allow only users with roles specified in the policy to
view the object. For example, viewing could be restricted so that only users with staff roles can
see the object. Unauthorized viewers will not see the object in browser or in search results.
Also, an unauthorized user trying to access the object directly by PID will get the message: You
are not authorized to access this page.
The roles defined in the system are:
administrator
anonymous user
authenticated user
collection supervisor
data entry supervisor
mediated data entry
repository administrator

The role authenticated user automatically includes anyone logged on to the system, all but
anonymous users. For more information about roles, see Permissions and User Management.
If an Object Policy is placed on a Collection object, it can apply to all the members of the
collection.
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This method is good for supporting a digitization and processing workflow with different people
doing different steps. For example, say the workflow for one project has one group of staff
digitizing content and uploading it to the Repository, another group of staff create metadata for
the objects, and a supervisor reviews and approves the metadata for public viewing. Two
pseudo-collections with Object Policies allowing only staff to view them can be created for the
purpose of supporting this workflow. Digitization staff can upload content to the first Pseudo
Collection. Cataloging staff create metadata for new objects they find in this collection, and
then migrate the objects to the second pseudo-collection. The supervisor watches this
collection for new objects and does quality review of the metadata, then migrates the objects
to the real, publicly viewable collection.
Another benefit of this method is that staff have full search and browse functionality for objects
suppressed from public view this way.
11.1.2 Inactive State method
An Inactive object is removed from the search indexes. It will not appear to any user, staff or
anonymous, in browser or in search results. However, any user can access the object directly by
PID, and authorized staff users can view all inactive objects on the Manage Inactive page.
Content objects can be rendered inactive directly, by going to Manage | Properties and changing the
object status to inactive, or indirectly using the workflow module. Collection objects can be
made inactive only by changing the object status to inactive.
This method is best used when volunteers, student assistants or other less highly trained staff
do ingest materials and do preliminary metadata creation. These users can be assigned the role
Mediated Data Entry which causes any object they create to have Inactive state by default. A
supervisor or quality control specialist can then review the metadata via the Manage Inactive page
and set the state to Active when approved.
11.1.3 IP Embargo method
An IP Embargo restricts the viewing of an object to only those users on certain networks as
defined by IP address ranges. The thumbnail of the object is visible in both the search results
and browsers, but it is overlaid with a restricted access message.
When a user attempts to view an embargoed object from a network address outside of the
allowed ranges, s/he will either get a message, You are not authorized to view this page or s/he will
be redirected to an page provided by your library, depending on how the IP Embargo is
configured on your site.
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Embargoes can have an expiry date on which the embargo will be removed automatically by
the system, or they can be set to remain indefinitely.
IP Embargos can be useful for materials which are licensed for in-building use only (e.g. access
from Law Library only) or resources restricted to campus use only for some period (e.g. some
electronic theses and dissertations).

11.2 Object policies
11.2.1 Attaching Object Policies to Content Objects
An Object Policy can be attached to an individual content object. Navigate to the object and
click the Manage tab, then click Object Policy. (This link will only appear to users with permission to
set Object Policies.)
Three permission categories will appear preceded by checkboxes, as shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54 XACML Editor policy options

Click the check box in front of Enable XACML Restrictions on Object Viewing. This will expand to a form
like the one shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55 Object Viewing form
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Set the roles which will be allowed to view the object by clicking on one or more role(s) listed
under Allowed Roles. To select multiple roles, hold CTRL when you click. To a select a range of
roles hold SHIFT and click the first and last roles in the range.
Alternatively, permission to view can be granted to individual users, rather than all users with a
certain role. In the column Allowed Users, select the individual(s) with permission the same way
you would select roles. It is also possible to select both roles and individuals.
After you select the roles and/or users to be allowed to view the object, click the Set Permissions
button.
11.2.1.1 Books
When setting Object Viewing policies on Books, additional options appear in a pull-down menu,
as shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56 Object Policy options for Book objects

Selecting New children of this object will apply the policy to the title level book and any pages added
after the policy was set. All pages of this book (existing and new) will apply the policy to the title level
book, all current pages, and any pages added after the policy was set. Staff will generally want
to select the All pages… option.
11.2.1.2 Newspapers
Newspaper issues present similar options: New children of this object or All pages of this issue (existing
and new). At the title level, the options are New children of this object and All newspaper issues and their
pages (existing and new). Selecting this option will suppress the newspaper at the title level, issue
level and page level.

Figure 57 Options for suppressing newspaper objects
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11.2.2 Attaching Object Policies to collection objects
To attach an Object Policy to a collection, navigate to the collection and click the Manage tab,
then Object Policy. (This link will only appear to users with permission to set Object Policies.) The
same form will appear as shown in Figure 54. When Enable XACML Restrictions on Object Viewing is
selected, the same form appears as shown in Figure 55.
However, the options for applying the policy are different, as shown in Figure 58.

Figure 58 Options for suppressing collection objects
New children of this object: The policy will be applied to the collection object itself and all content

objects added to the collection after the policy is set.
All children of this collection and collections within this collection (existing and new): The policy will be

applied to the collection object itself, all sub collections (and sub collections, etc.), and all
content objects in the collection and its sub collections, both current and new. The entire
collection hierarchy is suppressed from the collection with the policy to the lowest level.
All immediate children of the collection (shallow traversal): The policy will be applied only to the

collection object itself and its immediate children, but not to any lower hierarchical layers.
Select the appropriate choice and click Set Permissions.
11.2.3 Removing an Object Viewing policy
To remove an object viewing policy from a content object, navigate to the object, Click the
Manage tab, then Object Policy. Uncheck the box and click Set Permissions. The policy will be
removed.

Figure 59 Enable XACML Restrictions checkbox

To remove an object viewing policy from a collection object, navigate to the collection and
follow the same steps. However, note that if you want the policy removed from existing
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members of the collection, you must select All immediate children of this collection (shallow traversal) or
All children of this collection and collections within this collection (existing and new) as appropriate.
If you take the default option, New children of this collection, the policy will be removed from new
additions to the collection going forward, but current members of the collection will remain
suppressed to unauthorized viewers.

11.3 Inactive objects
11.3.1 Making objects Inactive
All objects have three object properties managed on the Properties screen: Label, Owner, and State.
Allowable states are Active, Inactive, and Deleted. Setting the state to Inactive will suppress the
object from view by removing it from the search and browse indexes.
To set the state of a content object to Inactive, navigate to the object and click the Manage tab.
Click Properties. You will get a form displaying the object Label, Owner, and State.

Figure 60 The Manage Properties form

Use the pull-down menu for State to set the state to Inactive. Click the Update Properties button. To
unsuppress the record, go to the same form and use the pull-down to change the state to Active.
11.3.2 Managing the Inactive queue
Operators with the Mediated Data Entry role will have all content objects they ingest created with
Inactive state by default. This will happen regardless whether the objects are ingested
interactively online, by zip file import, or by offline batch ingest. This feature exists so lower
level staff like student assistants can have their work reviewed by supervisors before it displays
to the public.
The Manage Inactive page allows reviewers to find these suppressed ( inactive) items more easily.
Staff with the authority to review the inactive queue will see a link on the left-hand sidebar to
Manage Inactive. Clicking the link provides a view of the Inactive queue.
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Figure 61 An Inactive queue with two objects

Currently, only the title and PID of an inactive object displays in the inactive queue.
Click the title to display the object. To re-activate the objects, select the object(s) you want to
activate and click Publish Selected. The state of the selected objects will be set to Active and they
will immediately appear in the search and browse indexes.

11.4 IP Embargo
11.4.1 Set an IP Embargo
The Embargo function is useful for limiting access to campus use only or other IP-definable
populations. Embargoes work by prohibiting access to all users EXCEPT those coming from a set
of IP addresses. (These sets must have been previously created by a site administrator. They
may include an empty set including no IP addresses at all, which prohibits all access to the
object.)
To add an embargo to an object, navigate to the object and click the IP Embargo tab. (The tab
only displays to staff authorized to manage embargoes.) You will get the Set Embargo form
shown in Figure 62.
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Figure 62 Set IP Embargo
IP address range list: Select from the pull-down list the named range of IP addresses that should be

allowed access to this object.
Expiry: Set this to the date the embargo should automatically expire.
Never expire: If the embargo should never expire automatically, click the checkbox “Never

expire”. The Expiry date displayed will not change from the default (today’s date) but the actual
embargo will be set to indefinite.
Click Set Embargo.
11.4.2 Change or Remove an embargo
You can use the same form to change a previously set IP range or expiry date. To remove an
embargo completely, select the No IP Embargo entry from IP Address Range List.
11.4.3 Creating the IP address ranges
Embargoes work by prohibiting access to all users EXCEPT those coming from a set of IP
addresses. Users with the Site Administrator role can create named sets of IP ranges through
the Embargo Lists interface.
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11.4.3.1 Create a new list
From the left-hand side menu, select Manage IP Embargos. The Manage IP Embargo Networks
screen with display with the default tab Network Address Lists.

Figure 63 Manage IP Embargo Networks

To create a new list, click the Add network list link at the bottom of the screen. A form will appear
prompting you to enter a name for the list.

Figure 64 Add IP network list

Enter a descriptive name, like College campus or Law Library building and click Create list. The new list
will appear on the Embargo Lists screen.
To add a new range, click Add range at the bottom of the screen. A form will prompt you for the
low end and high end of the range.

Figure 65 Add IP embargo range Enter addresses in IP format, e.g.: 128.186.0.0

Click Add IP address range. To add a single IP address, enter the same IP address for the Low end
and the High end. To restrict all access entirely, create a named address range with no
addresses.
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12 Citation Styles
12.1 Adding Citation Styles to Islandora Scholar
Islandora Scholar allows users to display and download an item’s metadata in many different
citation formats, which are controlled by the site administrator. In order to do this, it utilizes
the open Citation Style Language standard http://citationstyles.org/. While you can develop
your own customized styles, there are community-maintained ones for all the major styles (e.g.
Chicago, MLA, APA) as well as thousands of journal-specific styles.

12.2 Downloading Styles from GitHub
12.2.1 CSL community styles
The CSL community styles are maintained in a GitHub repository, at
https://github.com/citation-style-language/styles. Because there are so many styles, it is
usually easiest to search the directory. To do this, hit the “t” key to bring up GitHub’s search
mode, and then type some characters from the style name, like “Chicago” or “mla”. Once you
find the style you want, you can download the CSL file by right clicking (or ctrl-clicking on a
Mac) on the file name.
12.2.2 Zotero Style Repository
Alternatively, you can use the Zotero Style Repository at https://www.zotero.org/styles. This
site has a searchable interface, as well clickable buttons to help you narrow your search by
discipline or by format. Most usefully, it has a mouse-over preview, so that when you move
your mouse over a style name, you can see sample citations formatted in that style. Once you
find a style you are interested in, you can download the CSL file by simply clicking on the style
name.

12.3 Uploading CSL Files to Islandora
Once you have downloaded your CSL files from GitHub or Zotero, you are ready to add them to
Islandora Scholar and make them available to your users. To do this, click on the Manage CSL link
in the left-hand navigation menu of your repository. This brings up the dialog in Figure 66.
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Figure 66 Manage CSL

In the Name box, enter the name of the style as you wish it to appear in the user interface. Then
use the Upload A CSL Style dialog to select the CSL file you previously downloaded. Finally, hit Add
and your new style will be available.
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